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Innovation at the Intersection of 
Imagination & Entertainment

Don Levy brings the magic of the movies and the digital transformation of 
Hollywood as the backdrop for a variety of talks and workshops that enlighten, inform 
and inspire.

I’m an insider with an outlook. 

I invite you to consider how my stories, my curiosity, my research and first hand experiences 
can help any group understand their own unique challenges and lead to imaginative thinking and 
breakthroughs.

I’ve built my career fascinated by the art of possibility and the way people think.  I’ve had the 
great fortune to work with and celebrate icons, pioneers, masters, dreamers and visionaries in 
media, entertainment and technology.   I’ve learned there is both art and science in breakthrough 
thinking. 

In a society and economy driven by innovation, entertainment and creative endeavors play an 
increasingly important role in how we develop ideas, experiences and engagement with our 
products, services, customers and teams. 

Let me work with you to explore how these concepts can apply to your goals and ambitions.
The following pages present examples of some of the talks, workshops and topics that can be 

tailored to the needs of each audience.  This portfolio also includes details on many of the 
presentations I have delivered around the world during the past several years.

Thank you for your consideration.
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DON LEVY:  TALKS AND WORKSHOPS

ADJACENT THINKING: THE IDEA NEXT DOOR

! Why do original ideas seem to appear in waves? Are there limits to possibility?  How do
you flourish on the edges of innovation? Inspired by the work of author Stephen Johnson who writes 
about the “Adjacent Possible” in his book Where Good Ideas Come From, itself an elaboration on a 
scientific theory by Stuart Kauffman,  I apply the concepts to the progress of entertainment and draw 
parallels from there to almost any enterprise.

Purpose: 

• Show companies and individuals how and where to look for breakthrough ideas and understand the
! pathway to success. 

• Ground practical application on a foundation of evidence

• Develop Confident, Inspired Thinkers

Audiences Learn:

• The theory of adjacent thinking - a fundamental principle of progress in nature and business

• How to apply the theory to everyday business and life

• The Adoption Curve - the time before the hockey stick

• Avoiding the Abyss - recognizing how far you can go and how quickly you can get there

SUPER NATURAL MAGIC:  A CENTURY OF VISUAL EFFECTS FOR THE MOVIES 
! Visual effects for the movies are based on the principles of illusions: Assumption, 
Presumption and Context in Reality.  Adhere steadfastly and visual effects work.  Betray the illusion 
and lose the audience.  Expanding on a talk delivered at TED2012 in Long Beach, we look at more 
than a century of progress and innovation in the visual effects’ industry’s constant quest for 
perfection.  Many of the challenges faced by moviemakers and artists are quite similar to those 
faced by organizations far removed from Hollywood and powerful parallels are revealed.

Purpose: 

• Entertain and inform

• Enable audiences to see their work through a different lens

• Change the way people see and deal with complex challenges

Audiences Learn:

• The role and responsibilities of innovation

• Meeting and exceeding expectations

• The principles of illusion

• The history and development of visual effects



EDUCATION AND THE CREATIVE ECONOMY
! Creativity and innovation are keys to economic growth and the key to developing creative 
professionals and innovators is education that includes the arts.  Arts education is so much more 
than drawing, drama and music. Through the arts, students learn how to observe, the power of 
practice, how to take risks, how to fail and, most importantly, how to recover.  Risk, failure, and 
practice are nearly essential steps on the road to successful innovation.  This talk looks at the 
economic impact of this new economy and how we can address the emerging skills gap before it is 
too late.
The creative economy today represents a vast and growing segment of jobs and commerce, far 
beyond the traditional media centers and encompassing almost every industry.  Forbes magazine 
recently describe the creative economy as a system where “both manufacturing and services play a 
role. It is an economy in which the driving force is innovation.” 

       Purpose: 
• Identify and clarify an understanding of the Creative Economy
• Inspire and validate advocates, leaders, decision-makers, educators and students working in this field
• Help grow the overall economy and enable future innovation

Audiences learn:
• How to quantify the creative economy
• Creative Tools for Innovation
• Management and organization with the Creative Class

VISUAL COMMUNICATION
Visual communication is the universal language of humankind. In the very same way that visual 

effects and animated movies can entertain audiences around the world, regardless of language, culture or 
geographic differences, the increasing availability of digital production tools and a growing market of trained 
and experienced talent creates new and important opportunities to apply visual techniques to communicate, 
educate and develop understanding. The power of engagement that CG talent brings to movies, television 
and games, becomes an instrument for social good and benefit. Business, government, academics, scientists, 
researchers and authors increasingly seek visual elements to convey ideas. Complex concepts can be 
understood in meaningful ways, knowledge becomes accessible and a generation of talent can apply their 
abilities not only to create entertainment but participate in a new culture of visual communicators.

Purpose:

• Show how visuals enable greater understanding
• Inspire talent to pursue new opportunities in an expanding field
• Encourage educators to expose students to this growth sector that is of particular interest to artists with

multidisciplinary interests.

Audiences Learn:
• The power of visual communication
• New opportunities for artists
• Visual Communication in the classroom and the office - creative options for leading, learning and

expression



MARKETING  ENTERTAINMENT AND ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING
! The dynamic and budgets of entertainment marketing have always been a little different 
from more traditional consumer products but as the world moves towards a creative economy where 
products and services are made to engage and delight, there is entertainment is part of the design.   
As a member of Boston University’s Los Angeles Program faculty and teacher of Entertainment 
Marketing, I bring up-to-date information and an entire career inside the marketing departments of 
major studios to explore the state of the art. 

Purpose: 

• Address the latest trends in entertainment marketing

• Inspire creative thinking

• Bridge entertainment and consumer product marketing

• Explore some historical examples to reveal changes

Audiences learn:

• Marketing different types of entertainment

• New Rules, New Media

• How to apply entertainment marketing to other consumer products

THE FUTURE OF ENTERTAINMENT: 

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN WE ARE ALL MEDIA COMPANIES?

We carry a production studio in our pockets.  It’s called a smartphone and it has turned everyone 
into a broadcaster.  That is the tip of the iceberg.  More sophisticated production tools have come 
down in price to the point where almost anyone with even a modest budget can make a movie or 
video short.  That, too, is just a start. Stores, brands, websites and apps can all develop their own 
programming.  This isn’t the end of big media but it is a game-changing transition. 

Purpose:

• Disruption of established markets is a common theme across many industries. Entertainment is no
exception.  Every industry can learn valuable lessons from the experience of others.

• Show examples of new entrants

• Explore the technologies that enable disruption

Audiences Learn:

• How to be their own media company

• How to address change in an established market

• Where entertainment is headed and what it may look like



Testimonials Attest to Don’s Preparation and Delivery
“It was such a pleasure to feel part of your creative process 
as you developed and refined your presentation with such 
commitment and passion. It makes my job more interesting 
and satisfying.” – 
! ! Janet McCarthy, Director, Events, TED Conferences. 

I wanted to thank you again for your continuous support 
and friendship. We really appreciate all the work and 
dedication you put into making your track a success and we 
received nothing but wonderful feedback for it.
! ! Patricia Rohr, Program Supervisor, FMX 2013
! ! Conference on Animation, Effects, Games and 
! ! Transmedia

HUGELY positive reviews - thanks so much - people 
appreciated hearing from a true Hollywood Insider.
! ! Tony Perkins, Founder and Editor, 
! ! ! ! Always On Network 

I wanted to personally thank you.  
! ! Karina Bessoudo,VP, Marketing and 
! ! ! Communications, Toon Boom Animation Inc.

I just loved your talk and am looking forward to sharing 
with the world!
! ! Emily McManus, Director of Media, 
! ! ! !       Editor TED.com

First of all I would like to thank you for all that you did for 
us and for Annecy.  You are a great professional and a great 
man!  It's an honor for me to have worked with you.
! ! Mickaël Marin, Head of Economic development and 
! ! Mifa, Annecy Festival of Animation 

Gave an interesting talk on the tech behind cinema...and 
about losing yourself in the imaginations of other people – 
the magic of movies.

Thinking Digital Attendee



A Message from Don

Over the past few years, I have been invited to speak by groups often with little direct 
connection to my Hollywood roots.  Often, these invitations arrived precisely because I was 
not directly connected to their field but they knew that I could use the backdrop of 
entertainment and the imagination that it takes to create it to tailor a relevant discussion.  
Other times, there was a specific desire to learn from Hollywood as groups seek to engage 
their own audiences.  Whatever the reason, it has been a distinct honor and privilege to share 
ideas and observations harvested along a career path that intersects entertainment, 
technology and a lifetime passion for learning.  I’m not clairvoyant but I’ve cultivated an 
instinct for spotting trends and imagining the future. 

As quickly as the world is changing, success depends not only on staying current but 
using understanding to shape the future.  For the past 17 years, I was an executive at Sony 
Pictures Digital, serving on a senior management team that anticipated the future and helped 
drive the company to it.  I am now free to share my perspectives as an independent voice. I 
launched my company, Smith Brook Farm, in 2012 to help businesses and individuals grow. 

  I appreciate the time you are taking to consider how my career experience and 
perspectives on Hollywood, the entertainment industry, digital media, technology, 
marketing, innovation and education can stimulate, inform, inspire and benefit you and your 
objectives.

Sincerely,

  Don Levy

email: don@smithbrookfarm.com Telephone: +1-310-962-1102 Skype: thelevycompany

www.linkedin.com/pub/don-levy/0/8b4/8a8/ twitter: @dblevy

mailto:don@smithbrookfarm.com
mailto:don@smithbrookfarm.com
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/don-levy/0/8b4/8a8/
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/don-levy/0/8b4/8a8/
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TED 2012
  ! A Cinematic Journey Through Visual Effects explains the history of visual effects and the 
principles of illusion as an introduction to a 4-minute compilation of visual effects spanning over a 
century of cinema.  From the TEDblog announcement on the day the talk was posted on TED.com:
! “Movies have proved to be the ultimate medium for magic,” says Don Levy in today’s talk.
! A member of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences and former senior vice president 
of marketing and communications at Sony Pictures, Levy has always been fascinated by the sleights of 
hand that filmmakers use to create illusions. And he knows he 
is far from alone. In the 117 years since the Lumière Brothers 
terrified audiences with their Train Pulling Into a Station (1896), 
Levy explores how visual effects have evolved.
! “With complete control of everything the audience can 
see, movie makers have created an arsenal of techniques to 
further their deceptions,” says Levy. “Playing with the world 
and our perception of it really is the essence of visual effects.”
! But Levy knows that words cannot capture the 
goosebump-raising experience of seeing something wonderful 
on a big screen. So, with the help of the Academy, he created an exclusive video for TED showing the 
evolution of effects. This thrilling montage pairs similar clips from different points in the history of film 
— George Méliès’ A Trip to the Moon (1902) compared to 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968’s Academy Award 
winner for Visual Effects) and Avatar (Visual Effects Oscar winner in 2009), and the crowd scenes of Ben 
Hur (1925) contrasted with those in Gladiator (which won the 2000 Oscar for Visual Effects)....Levy’s 
talk...is a feast for the eyes and imagination."

http://www.ted.com/talks/don_levy_a_cinematic_journey_through_visual_effects.html
http://www.ted.com/talks/don_levy_a_cinematic_journey_through_visual_effects.html
http://www.oscars.org/
http://www.oscars.org/
http://www.ted.com/talks/don_levy_a_cinematic_journey_through_visual_effects.html
http://www.ted.com/talks/don_levy_a_cinematic_journey_through_visual_effects.html
http://www.ted.com/talks/don_levy_a_cinematic_journey_through_visual_effects.html
http://www.ted.com/talks/don_levy_a_cinematic_journey_through_visual_effects.html


TED 2009
TED 2009 was Don’s fourth appearance on a TED stage since 1998 when he introduced 

the animated character, Stuart Little to the TED audience and the world.  He returned the 
following year with a demonstration of the first anatomically correct digital human created 
for the movie Hollow Man.  That appearance inspired 
discussions in the medical community to apply the 
visual effects model as a study aid and he presented the 
work, which was also nominated for an Academy 
Award, at the invitation of TED conference founder 
Richard Saul Wurman at TEDMed in Philadelphia.  In 
2007, he showcased the pioneering animation that was 
used to create incredibly realistic waves in Sony 
Pictures Animation’s Academy Award nominated Surf’s Up.   In this 2009 short talk 
pictured here, Don briefly explained the cinematic principals of lighting and composition 
before Sony Pictures Imageworks’ Chief Technology Officer Rob Bredow discussed 
breakthrough digital techniques that substantially advanced CG capability by translating 
principles of live action production into the digital realm. 



FMX Conference 2013 (Stuttgart, Germany)
FMX is the leading conference in Europe for visual effects, animation, game design and 

transmedia.  In 2013, Levy curated and moderated a 3 hour symposium on Visual 
Communications that explored how the techniques and talents of visual effects and 
animation artists are now being applied in a diverse range of industries to help explain 
complex or abstract ideas.  

Welcome to visual communication, 
the universal language of humankind. In 
the very same way that visual effects 
and animated movies can entertain 
audiences around the world, regardless 
of language, culture or geographic 
differences, the increasing availability of digital production tools and a growing market of 
trained and experienced talent creates new and important opportunities to apply visual 
techniques to communicate, educate and develop understanding. The power of engagement 
that CG talent brings to movies, television and games, becomes an instrument for social 
good and benefit. Business, government, academics, scientists, researchers and authors 
increasingly seek visual elements to convey ideas. Complex concepts can be understood in 
meaningful ways, knowledge becomes accessible and a generation of talent can apply their 
abilities not only to create entertainment but participate in a new culture of visual 
communicators.  

The audience heard from the project director behind the visualization and planning of  
the 2012 London Olympics, a world-class architect who produces revolutionary exhibit 
spaces, the former head of the Entertainment sector of technology leader Autodesk, an 
independent animation producer and director, and the chair of Digital Media for 
Northeastern University. 



DLD Tel Aviv 2012 

As an expert on Online 
Video and Content Creation 
Don was invited to Israel for a 
panel discussion at DLD Tel 
Aviv in October 2012. Steffi 
Czerny & Yossi Vardi hosted 
600 participants and 60 
speakers from the DLD 
network of scientists, creatives, 
entrepreneurs and investors. 

The DLD festival confirmed 
Israel’s reputation as start-up 
land. DLD (Digital-Life-
Design) is a global network on 
innovation, digitization, 
science and culture which 
connects business, creative and 
social leaders, opinion-formers 
and influencers for crossover 
conversation and inspiration.

The IDC Herzliya 2007

T h e F u t u r e o f
Entertainment Forum, an 
invitation-only event organized 
by the Bird foundation, the 
Israel Venture Association 
(IVA), and the IDC's School of 
Communications, featured 
Levy as the keynote presenter 
and case studies on cross 
platform media, innovation 
and the convergence of movies 
and video games. MIT Media 
Lab PhD Oren Zuckerman 
followed with a discussion on 
the future of advertising and 
transmedia programming.  
Both joined a panel discussion 
with Guy Ben-Dov, co-founder, 
Double Fusion Eyal Chen, 
Google Israel.Yaron Galai, co-
founder, Quigo, Uri Shinar, 
CEO, Aniboom , Yaniv 
Weizman, CEO, Teenk

 The Bird Foundation 2007

The BIRD Foundation was 
established by the U.S. and 
Israeli governments in 1977 to 
generate mutually beneficial 
cooperation between the 
private sectors of the U.S. and 
Israeli high tech industries, 
including start-ups and 
established organizations.  

On the occasion of it’s 30th 
Anniversary Don delivered the 
keynote talk, which used 
examples of progressive 
technology developed in the 
service of moviemaking to 
inspire an invited audience of 
business leaders, scientists and 
government officials, including 
the U.S. Ambassador and Chief 
Scientist of Israel. 

DLD Tel Aviv, The BIRD Foundation 30th 
Anniversary and IDC Herzliya Keynote

(Left) - The Future of Entertainment Forum,  (center) talking content creation at DLD (Digital Life and Design) Tel Aviv, and (Right) Delivering the keynote 
remarks at the BIRD Foundation’s 30th Anniversary Event. 



2:00 pm - 2:30 pm Keynote: Visual Effects: Audience Expectation Meets 
Business Reality

This keynote will explore how and why did visual effects become 
the signature of blockbuster Hollywood entertainment and what is 
next in an era where limitless audience expectations and movie 
magic meet economic reality. Creative forces imagine the future, 
exploring new ways to deliver mind-bending imagery, push the 
boundaries of possibility and accomplish it all in a dramatically 
altered marketplace.

Don Levy, Visiting Scholar, USC, former SVP, Sony Pictures 

OnHollywood 2012

As the Day 1 keynote speaker at the business and venture investment forum OnHollywood, 
produced by Tony Perkins and the AlwaysOn group, this 30 minute talk focused on the 
financial realities of high tech content creation and proposed a roadmap for the future.



Frost & Sullivan GIL Silicon Valley 2011
Siggraph 2012 - ToonBoom Educator Forum

Frost & Sullivan GIL - Leaders in Innovation Award 
When Sony Pictures Digital Productions was recognized as the recipient of the 2011 Frost & Sullivan 
Growth Innovation and Leadership (GIL) Award for Creative Innovation for its continued leadership 
in leveraging innovative technology to revolutionize the entertainment and film industry, Don 
detailed the growth of a visual effects powerhouse from 2 employees in 1992 to over 1500 at its 
largest.  In an industry built on proprietary techniques, he 
explained how his organization’s radical conversion to open-
source development and technologies led the way to an 
industry-wide movement. Frost & Sullivan, the Growth 
Partnership Company, enables clients to accelerate growth and 
achieve best-in-class positions in growth, innovation and 
leadership.

ToonBoom Animation Software - Educator’s Forum Keynote
Toon Boom, a leading developer of animation software, 
invited Levy to be their Keynote Speaker at their annual 
Educators Forum conducted at Siggraph, the global computer 
graphics conference and exhibition.   The talk addressed the 
use of visual tools and techniques as an alternative means of 
teaching, expression and learning.  The talk, given just days 
after the 2012 landing of the Mars Curiosity, highlighted the 
story of NASA Engineer Adam Steltzer who struggled in 
school and failed geometry - twice.  While traditional 
education failed him, he found his own ways to learn and 
succeeded beyond even his own wildest dreams. 



Thinking Digital 2010
! The Trajectory of Change in Visual Effects and Animation, his talk delivered at the 
Thinking Digital Conference in Newcastle-0n-Tyne , England, explored the exponential 
acceleration of change in the production of motion pictures.

Thinking Digital is a 6 year-old conference convened annually in the vibrant center of 
Northern England’s  emerging technology sector.  The conference attracts a diverse world class speakers 
and an equally interesting audience to consider the fields of technology, web, digital media and mobile. By 
design, the conference deliberately seeks ideas from the worlds of science, creativity, innovation, the arts, 
media, etc and asks all of its speakers to share 
their insight and experience so that the audience 
can form cross links between disciplines and 
develop a global perspective of the future. A 
good video of the conference can be found at 
here. https://vimeo.com/16585220

sarahjrobertson Inspiring Don Levy of Sony talking technology and how things have 
advanced over time #cuttingedge #TDC10

https://vimeo.com/16585220
https://vimeo.com/16585220
https://vimeo.com/16585220
https://vimeo.com/16585220
http://twitter.com/
http://twitter.com/
https://twitter.com/intent/user?screen_name=sarahjrobertson
https://twitter.com/intent/user?screen_name=sarahjrobertson
http://twitter.com/search?q=%23cuttingedge&src=hash
http://twitter.com/search?q=%23cuttingedge&src=hash
http://twitter.com/search?q=%23TDC10&src=hash
http://twitter.com/search?q=%23TDC10&src=hash


Imagine Solution 2010
Conceived by longtime TED Conference participant, Randy Antik, and modeled after TED and The 
Aspen Ideas Festival, the Imagine Solutions Conference debuted in 2010 as a thought-leader 
symposium to bring together 40 of the brightest minds in the world, including nationally known 
academicians, successful entrepreneurs and noted scientists, to discuss their perspectives on and 
solutions to society’s most pressing issues.
!      Don gave an important talk on the value of the creative economy.  His remarks revealed 
not only the economic impact of creative industries but the correlation between arts 
education and innovation.  The arts, he suggests, not only entertain but provide a safe place 
for learners to take chances and experience risk.  Without risk, he suggests, innovation is 
virtually impossible.

The inaugural edition attracted a who’s who of authorities on economics, healthcare, 
water (both oceans and fresh), energy and education, among them Dean Ornish, Juan 
Enriquez, Peter Diamandis, Sylvia Earle, Carter Bales, and Niall  Ferguson.  As a foundation 
of knowledge,  the conference offered broad insight on the field education.  On this topic, 
Don was included among inventor and thought leader Dean Kamen; Michael Levine, 
Executive Director of the Joan Ganz Cooney Foundation; Tom Luce, CEO of National Math 
and Science Initiative; and OneLaptopPerChild founder Nicholas Negroponte.



DGREE 

Developed in partnership with the Lumina™ Foundation, entrepreneur, technology expert and 
strategist Tara Lemmey’s LENS  Ventures conceived of DGREE—a new initiative for higher 
education that brings together the shared thinking of business leaders, venture capitalists, 
education foundations, and university leaders and accreditors to focus on student-centric 
learning in a sustainable educational ecosystem. D stands for Dynamic. Gree is the Scottish word 
for master. Dynamic + Mastery = DGREE.

In a panel discussion, Don Levy and Elizabeth Coppinger of RealNetworks answer the 
question, “Should education be entertainment?” Like the best-told tales, learning 
inspires curiosity and instills passion, so in that sense, storytelling is at the heart of both 
education and entertainment. And both are developing across media, across geographies, 
with community, and with relevance to the individual.  Video of the session may 
be found at http://www.dgree.org/dgree/video-don-levy-elizabeth-coppinger-and-
tara-lemmey-on-entert.html

! The same session included Donna Wells, founder of Mint.com 
and Reid Hoffman, founder of LinkedIn in a dialogue on The 
Role of Information in Learning and Decision Making; Matt 
Wilsey of Howcast, Michael Sippey with Six Apart and Ana 
McCullough, of Shmoop on education and social media; and 
Math and Science Learning Models from  Stanford University 
professor Keith Devlin.

! The DGREE conference was organized around the need to rethink how education is 
delivered throughout one's lifetime. The program believed in creating a student-centric initiative 
for a new ecosystem around higher education that blends the best of Silicon Valley, 
entrepreneurial thinking and higher education. !

http://www.dgree.org/dgree/video-don-levy-elizabeth-coppinger-and-tara-lemmey-on-entert.html
http://www.dgree.org/dgree/video-don-levy-elizabeth-coppinger-and-tara-lemmey-on-entert.html
http://www.dgree.org/dgree/video-don-levy-elizabeth-coppinger-and-tara-lemmey-on-entert.html
http://www.dgree.org/dgree/video-don-levy-elizabeth-coppinger-and-tara-lemmey-on-entert.html
http://www.dgree.org/dgree/video-don-levy-elizabeth-coppinger-and-tara-lemmey-on-entert.html
http://www.dgree.org/dgree/video-don-levy-elizabeth-coppinger-and-tara-lemmey-on-entert.html


Don Levy
Biography

Don Levy has been at the forefront of the entertainment industry’s digital transformation,  developing “the 
intersection of entertainment and technology” throughout his career and at Sony Pictures Entertainment 
(Columbia Pictures/Sony Pictures Digital) from 1995-2012.

During his tenure at SPE, he was a key member of Sony Pictures Digital’s senior 
executive team, involved in the management, marketing, communications, public 
relations, organizational development and digital policy functions of his division 
and the company. He was instrumental in the growth of SPE’s visual effects, 
animation, post-production and digital entertainment businesses.  Levy originally 
joined Sony Pictures as the studio’s awards campaign consultant where his efforts 
resulted in a Best Picture nomination for “Sense and Sensibility” and the Academy 
Award for its screenplay adaptation by Emma Thompson.  At Sony Pictures 
Imageworks and for Sony Pictures Animation,  he helped earn more than a dozen 
Oscar™ nominations and Academy Awards for Best Animated Short (The 
ChubbChubbs) and Best Visual Effects (Spider-Man 2).

Don is a member of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, serving on its feature animation 
nominating committee and recently chaired a working group for the Science and Technology Council.  He 
also is a member of The Television Academy’s Interactive Peer Group, The Visual Effects Society,  ASIFA 
Hollywood, the International Photographers Guild and METAL, the Media, Entertainment and Technology 
Alpha Leaders organization.  

Levy is a frequent speaker on the subjects of innovation, digital creativity, education and visual effects. His 
2012 talk on the principles and evolution of visual effects at the TED Conference in Long Beach, CA was posted on 
TED.com in January 2013. http://bit.ly/YcdWUQ.  

http://bit.ly/YcdWUQ
http://bit.ly/YcdWUQ


In 2013, he organized a 3-hour seminar on visual communication at the FMX Conference in Stuttgart, Germany, a 
complete track on blockbuster production at Digital Hollywood, and series of symposia in Chile.
Don also is active in education issues, from public school funding to the 
future of education, and the relationship between art, science and 
invention. He moderates and/or speaks at various conferences around the 
world. He is a longtime attendee of the TED Conference and produces the 
independently organized TEDxConejo, which he produces with the 
Conejo Valley (California) Unified School District and sells out annually.  

Levy is on the faculty of Boston University’s L.A. Program, where he 
teaches Entertainment Marketing.  He holds a visiting scholar post at the 
University of Southern California’s School of Cinematic Arts,  exploring 
collaborative production models, and he is a consultant to USC’s 
Entertainment Technology Center.  He is an advisor to Cosmic Forces, a content start-up specializing in animation 
and mobile applications, and serves on the board of advisors for BLUE, the Ocean Film Festival and Conference, a 
leading forum for  filmmakers, researchers and individuals actively engaged in the study and protection of the 
oceans.   

In 2012, Don created Smith Brook Farm, a creative consultancy to help thought leaders and businesses grow.

Levy received his B.A. from the University of Denver and certificates from 
UCLA’s Anderson School of Business.

He began his career in entertainment as a 
unit publicist working on such films as The 
Lost World: Jurassic Park, A Soldier’s Story, 
Poltergeist, 2010,  Clear and Present Danger, 
Iceman, National Lampoon’s Vacation,  and 
Coming Home.   He went on to lead 
production publicity at Paramount Pictures 

for 6 years before leaving to work on The Air Up There, shooting 
on location in Africa. Levy met his wife while working on The 
Witches of Eastwick. They now live in Thousand Oaks and have 
two college-age sons. 

(l to r) On the set of THE GODFATHER Part III with Francis Ford Coppola, Celebrating the Academy Award for SPIDER-MAN 2’s Visual Effects with 
Sony Pictures Entertainment’s vice-chairman Yair Landau; with Sony Imageworks’ Senior VP of Animation Production Barry Weiss and the Oscar for Best 

Animated Short, THE CHUBBCHUBBS.

(Left) Recording behind-the-scenes in Mexico on 
Paramount’s CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER; (Above) 

On location at -40° in the Arctic with ICEMAN



Profile
Highly experienced, award-winning Senior Executive successful in spearheading and implementing  
strategic, high profile, initiatives across multiple and complex global businesses in the competitive 
and fast paced media, entertainment and technology industry.   Leader on the forefront of the digital 
transformation of Hollywood with proven track record in:
Developing brand/product evolution  Designing Strategic Market Launches
Developing Strategic Partnerships	 Managing  Media Relations
Optimizing Corporate Presentations	 Managing Successful Campaign Communications
Managing Corporate Image	 Positioning Global Brands
Managing Internal Communications	 Managing Organizational Development
Mentoring Talent		 Teaching and Academic Outreach	

Experience
2012 - Present	 	    SMITH BROOK FARM 	 	                       THOUSAND OAKS, CA
PRESIDENT & CULTIVATOR
Founder of creative consultancy, working with start-ups, early stage and transformational companies to grow ideas and 
focus strategic direction. 

2012 - present	 	    UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA    LOS ANGELES, CA
VISITING SCHOLAR, SCHOOL OF CINEMATIC ARTS
CONSULTANT, ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGY CENTER (ETC) 
Researching new models for massively collaborative production and crowdsourcing as a visiting scholar.  At ETC, Leads 
team of reporters to cover Consumer Electronics Show; managing Center’s publishing strategy, online presence and daily 
newsletter on entertainment technology trends and innovation. 

2007 - Present                      BOSTON UNIVERSITY                                      LOS ANGELES, CA
LECTURER, ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING
Teaches comprehensive course in entertainment marketing to students enrolled in Boston University’s Los Angeles Program

2000 - 2012	                    SONY PICTURES DIGITAL     	                        CULVER CITY, CA
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, MARKETING, PUBLIC RELATIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS
Lead and direct marketing, public relations, internal relations and media relations for all major business units for $400 
million per annum business, including  Sony Pictures Imageworks (visual effects and digital character animation), Sony 
Pictures Animation (production and development of animated features), and Imageworks Interactive (full service digital 
marketing agency).  Division included Sony Online Entertainment, a leading developer and distributor of online games, 
Sony Pictures Digital Networks, which included Movielink, the studio joint venture that pioneered online distribution of 
movies,  GoPlayTV, interactive television, Sony Pictures Mobile, Screenblast, Sony Media Software and other broadband 
development and broadband content businesses.  Key accomplishments include: earned 2 Academy Awards®,  produced 
more than 50 award nominations, pioneered cross-company collaboration,  launched animation division, created CRM and 
research group, member Sony Corporation marketing strategy and research councils.

1996-2000 	    SONY PICTURES ENTERTAINMENT                    CULVER CITY, CA
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS
Managed advertising, publicity, speaking opportunities, trade show and conference participation for the technology driven 
businesses within Sony Pictures Entertainment.   Significant emphasis placed on business objective to attract and retain top 
talent and projects.  Handled Imageworks, Sony Pictures Post Production (sound and editorial), The DVD Authoring  Center, 
High Definition Center, and nascent digital asset management enterprises. Joined company as executive director, 
advertising, publicity and promotion for Sony Pictures Imageworks. Created and implemented strategic campaigns to 
position Imageworks as a world class visual effect and animation company. Published The Art of Stuart Little.

Don Levy
2845 Silk Oak Avenue, Thousand Oaks, Ca 91362
don@smithbrookfarm.com   Mobile +1-310-962-1102     Skype thelevycompany
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ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE 

Strategically defined Columbia Picture’s 1995-1996 Award campaign. Successfully earned 7 Academy Award® 
nominations, including Best Picture, for “Sense and Sensibility,” which won the Oscar®  for Best Screenplay Adaptation.  
Additional experience in the publicity, promotion and theatrical exhibition fields included staff  positions at Paramount 
Pictures, Warner Bros Television, theater management, freelance production publicity and account management.

Education
New York University - New York City - Dramatic Literature, Theatre History and Cinema
University of Denver   Denver, CO     B.A. Mass Communications
University of California at Los Angeles, Westwood, CA	

Technical Management Program, 1997
Strategic Marketing in the Information Age, 2000

Awards and Memberships
Memberships: Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences (Cinema 2.0 Committee, working group
chair)
Academy of Television Arts and Sciences ((Interactive Media Peer Group)
The Publicists Guild (Vice President)
Visual Effects Society
ASIFA Hollywood  – International Animation Society
The TED Conference 
American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM), Certification
Board of Trustees: Wilshire Boulevard Temple - (2005-2011); Chair, Leadership Program 2011-12
Advisory Boards (current and recent):  Digital Hollywood, FMX Conference, BLUE: Ocean Film Festival and 
Conservation Conference, UCLA Technical Management Program, Conejo Valley School District Schools to Careers 
Program, TEDxConejo - Independently organized TED event, California Lutheran University Graduate School of 
Business Entrepreneurship Program.
Awards: Publicists Guild – Les Mason Award (Highest Honor for Professional Excellence), Bob Yaeger Award 
(community service)

Presentations
Bird Foundation (Israel) - Keynote - December 2007
The TED Conference - 2009, 2012  TED Talk on VFX posted Jan 2013 h"p://bit.ly/YcdWUQ.

Nokia Idea Camp - 2009
Dgree Summit  (Education) - January 2010
Imagine Solutions Conference - February 2010
TEDxConejo - March 2010, March 2011, March 2012,  January 2013, September 2014
FMX - May 2010, Education;  April 2013 - Chair, Visual Communication Summit
Thinking Digital Conference - May 2010
Digital Hollywood - November 2010, May 2011, November 2011, May 2012
Cooney Center Leadership Forum - Learning from Hollywood - May 2011
Frost & Sullivan Growth, Innovation and Leadership Forum - September 2011
Siggraph 2012 - ToonBoom Software Educators Forum - Keynote - August 2012
OnHollywood (AlwaysOn) - Keynote - October 2012
DLD Tel Aviv - October 2012
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Contact:

Don Levy

don@smithbrookfarm.com  Direct:  +1-310-962-1102
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